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Discourse XVIII
“Among all the students from every quarter who are followers of the way , none have yet

come before me without being dependent on something.    Here I hit them right from the start.    If
they come forth using their hands, I hit them on the hands; if they come forth using their mouths,
I hit them on the mouth; if they come forth using their eyes, I hit them on the eyes.    Not one has
yet come before me in solitary freedom.    All are clambering after the worthless contrivances of
the men of old.    As for myself, I haven’t a single dharma to give men.    All I can do is to cure ill-
nesses and unloosen bonds.    You followers of the Way from every quarter, try coming before me
without being dependent upon things, I would confer with you.

“Five years, nay ten years, have passed, but as yet not one  man [has appeared].    All
have been [ghosts] dependent upon grasses or attached to leaves, souls of bamboos and trees,
wild fox spirits.    They recklessly gnaw on all kinds of dung clods.    Blind fools!    Wastefully
squandering the alms given them by believers everywhere and saying, “I am a renouncer of
home!’ all the while holding such views as these!

I say to you there is no Buddha, no Dharma, nothing to practice, nothing to prove.    Just
what are you seeking thus in the highways and byways?    Blind men!    You’re putting a head on
top of the one you already have.    What do you yourselves lack!” 

This part in the text, no matter how many times I read it I feel very strongly that Rinzai is
speaking from an attitude of looking out on the people practicing with him and thinking, “There
are some of these people that are just hopeless.    There’s nothing to do with them”    And that is
the way it is.    People have always been educated in away to affirm themselves only, and that’s
why they end up in such a mess.    And when you meet someone who doesn’t affirm your self,
then you fight them.

It says here that no one as appeared before me without being dependent on something.
And that’s true, everything is dependent on other things.    If you open your eyes to your original
face then you wont need to be depending on anything.    What I want you to do is grasp this with-
out a mistake.    But as I said there is nothing that appears without being dependent on something.
What I’m saying is that that which appears without being dependent on things is someone who
has opened up their eyes to their original face.    But Rinzai is speaking from the point of view of
looking out and seeing that there are many of you who no matter how much time passes you still
have an attitude like a child.

And what I was explaining up until yesterday was that until you reach your adolescence,
your teenager-hood, you are being nurtured, you are maturing, through the care of your parents.
The reason for this is because, to depend on things and grow through this dependency, is a natu-
ral process following the principle of the dharma activity.

One thing that I’m talking about here is that there is this process where you meet wit
dharma activity, and depending on the dharma activity, the dharma activity helps you to mature.
But all of you who are listening to teisho are no longer children.    So open up your eyes to this
fact that you are no longer a child, and listen to teisho.

But no matter how much I speak, no matter how much I explain it to you, you don’t come
to sanzen and manifest in the way that I explain it to you.    It seems like you don’t even under-
stand a little bit.

The point of view of Buddhism, and especially Nyorai Zen, is that Buddhism is manifest-
ing the wisdom which understands how these two opposing activities which make up the dharma
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activity are acting.    Men and women are completely different.    Although they are completely
different that are both human beings.    The activity which forms this thing called person, human
being, when you analyze it, it can be analyzed into two forces of plus and minus.    This is some-
thing that no matter what Roshi you    meet, they have to speak in this way.

And in Buddhism we call the plus activity tatha-gata, and the minus activity is tatha-
agata.    But if you only affirm the plus activity then we can call you a, someone who has only
one arm, a deformed person.    And in the same way if you    only affirm the minus activity you
also are a cripple.    But the one who has both plus and minus as their content is the complete hu-
man condition, what Rinzai calls a person, a man.

This person can also be called the complete one, the one who none can go above.    And
this person, this man, also is in the perspective of religion, is God, or in Buddhism we call it
Amida Buddha, or Vairocana Buddha.    But in Buddhism we don’t recognize the God of reli -
gions in general.    A personified God who created the world is not what Buddhism recognizes.
But when we’re in the stand point of either being a man or woman, although we might not want
to do it, we have to recognize this complete condition as an absolute being.    When you're in the
condition of an imperfect, incomplete self, to recognize an absolute being is fine, it’s okay.    But,
to  fixate  this  absolute  is  a  mistake.      If  you fix  the absolute  being  then you no longer  can
progress, and we are thing which are progressing.    When you stand in the position of the true
person, then the absolute being will disappear for you.    If you exist fixating the absolute being,
then that is a mistaken way of existing.    That’s what I’m saying here.    But if you’re attached to
being a man or a woman, then I guess it’s okay to be tide up with believing and fixating an abso -
lute being as well.

As I always say, when you arrive at the place of the absolute, of the complete self, then
there is no need to recognize God or the devil.    And it isn’t necessary to recognize the plus ac-
tivity or the minus activity as objects.    This is the perspective of not needing to think.    It’s the
perspective of not needing to think about god, or think about the devil.    And this world which is
in contradistinction to the material world, wen we personify this world we can call it a spiritual
world, where the material world no longer exists.    And this world is the world that the self no
longer exists in.    We call it the world of zero of the world of emptiness.

It’s the world in which there is no activity of consciousness.      There’s no need to do the
activity  of  consciousness.      That  the  activity  of  consciousness  is  working  in  utter  freedom.
When you can manifest complete wisdom then you can be free from the activity of conscious-
ness.    You are no longer bound up by the activity of consciousness.    This complete self is the
self which is not doing the function of consciousness.

The world which does have the activity of consciousness as its content is the world in
which the absolute being is recognized, and the world in which past and future, mother and fa-
ther, are looked upon.    When the self appears as the incomplete self, then it looks upon mother
and father as objects.      When it is manifesting the complete self here is no need to look on
mother a father as objects.    When plus and minus are completely made one’s content, then that
is the world of the complete self, the spiritual world,    The world where mother and father appear
is the material world.    The material, substantial world, is the same as the world of the incom-
plete self.    When the incomplete self becomes the complete self, then material things disappear,
and the spiritual world appears.    The point of view of Buddhism is that when you look at the
way of being, the nature , of the self, there are two natures, the self which things, and the self
which does a kind of thinking which is no thinking. 

I think that all of you people who have shaved your head and gone through the ordination
ceremony in order to not forget this principle, take a five inch nail, and hammer it into your fore-
head.    Then maybe you wont forget.    If you take a five inch nail and hammer it into your belly
button, you wont have enough time to manifest this “I am” self of yours.    Nowadays in America
it’s popular to talk about “my karma” buy you wont have time to talk about “my karma” if you
do this.
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What you have to remember is that when you talk abut ‘my karma’ you’re standing in the
perspective of the incomplete self.    But that’s okay.    It’s fine to say “my karma.’    When you
say,”this is just my karmic self,” what you’re saying is that, “my practice is not enough.    I’m
still a bad person.”    But when karma becomes absolute karma, and you make this activity of the
total karma your content, then this idea of ‘my karma’ disappears.    What kind of a self should
you manifest in order make this absolute karma your content?    Don't say impertinent things like,
“it’s just my karma.”    You can see the anger, the fury of Rinzai coming up hers because he’s
having to listen to people who talk like this.

As I always say, the self appears receiving equally from plus and minus.    How Nyorai
Zen, how Buddhism teaches about the appearance of the self, at least as a temporary expedient,
is that from this spiritual world, which is the world of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, the world of
plus and minus, both of these opposing forces give one small fraction, 0.0001 of themselves, and
through this giving give birth to the child.    From the clumps of dirt, to rocks and stones, bugs,
fish, birds, beasts, all the way up until human beings, everything that is existing is existing in the
same way in the sense that they are existing with both plus and minus, both this small fraction of
plus and minus as their content.    That’s why we say that existing things area all equal.

In the world of economics, in the world of communism, in the world of philosophy I’m
not sure how they define this term “equality,” but that’s how it’s defined in Buddhism.

And as I always say, over and over again, when the child is born, then plus and minus,
tatha-gata and tatha-agata become incomplete themselves.    Having given 0.0001 of themselves
to the child.    If you say the complete condition of plus is .5 and the complete condition of minus
is .5, then both opposing activities now are both 0.49999.    0.4999 isn’t the complete condition
of 0.5, is it?    This 0.5 condition is the complete condition, and so we can call it the condition of
zero.    But when the 0.5 of tatha-gata, in the cases hen it is opposing the 0.5 of the minus activ -
ity, the tatha-agata activity, then we cannot say that it is the complete zero.    

When you say “I am man,” or “I am woman,” this plus 0.5 and this minus 0.5, to the ex-
tent,  as  long as  they  are opposing one  another,  they are  not  manifesting  the complete  zero.
When 0.5 plus, and minus 0.5 become one that is the complete zero.    That is the complete one.
Zero equals one, that’s what I’m saying.      One equals zero. The state of the origin, the root
source is one.    Also it is zero.

When plus zero point five is opposing minus 0.5 neither of these individually are the
complete condition, but they are both working and acting and residing in one home, one place of
residence, one world, and so this home, this world of their’s, that can be called the complete con-
dition.    Take for example the life of a husband and wife.    There are times when husband and
wife are unified and there are times when husband and wife are not unified.    And these times
when the husband and wife are not one, we can say this isn’t the complete condition, and yet,
they are living in one home, and so because they are sharing this same home, it is in a sense the
complete condition.

The condition of the origin is one world, and making this one world their home, plus and
minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata are living their daily life.    This is the same as the nature of ex-
istence for a couple, or for two lovers.

And as I say over and over again because plus and minus, or we can call them of course
man and woman are living in one world, inevitably they will meet.    If plus and minus were liv-
ing in different worlds, then of course they would never meet one another But we all are experi-
encing the meeting.    Plus and minus, man and woman, are sharing this one home together, and
doing their activity within this one home.    Tatha-gata and tatha-agata are shoring one place of
residence, one house, and living together there.      

When this place of meeting is broken through, as I always say that is when plus and mi-
nus both are manifesting the complete activity.    And I’ve talked about this many times, about
how the zero activity also has a limit, but since I spoke about it before I’ll skip it today.

And the repetition of sometime becoming one, and ten sometimes opposing one anther,
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the repetition is called the activity of zero.    It is completely will-less.    It has no will.    In Bud-
dhism we call the activity of emptiness the activity of zero, the activity of true love.    So you
should understand.

And during this repetitive cycling back and forth of the zero activity , then this unique ac-
tivity called jonetsu 情熱 in Japanese, passion, or the activity of heart, or the activity of mind,
arises, is born.    It’s the same for all of us isn’t it, if you put a man and a woman alone together
for long enough, this passion will arise.

Leaving aside that talk for now.    When the plus and minus, activity are repeating over
and over again, unifying and opposing one another, and finally this    activity of passion becomes
complete, then it is no longer necessary to do the activity of oneness and opposition anymore.
They get to a point were it’s enough, that’s enough.    The situation when it’s enough is the situa-
tion where plus and minus have completely divided, completely separated from each other. 

And when this condition of separation becomes complete in between the plus and the mi-
nus activity appears the incomplete universe.    We call it in Japanese, kukan  空間 or space.
The complete activity of emptiness cannot be seen, but the incomplete activity of emptiness, this
space, can be seen.    You can’t see the complete zero activity.    But you can see the incomplete
zero activity.    

When we take the stand point of either mother or father, when we look at this incomplete
space, this child, which is the beginning    of all existent things, then we can see this.    And as I
said before, this child who has been born here, has received equally 0.00001 from both the plus
and this minus activity in order to be born.

And because this born existent thing has equally plus and minus as its content, it is also
doing the zero activity.    But isn’t the complete zero activity.    This existent thing who has been
born here is doing the zero activity, but is doing the incomplete zero activity, and so it is appear-
ing as a material, substantial thing.    As long as the self is existing it cannot escape from this ma-
terial world.    All things are the same in this way.    All things when they are appearing as an in-
complete self, as an incomplete existent thing, that’s when they will be depending on things.
There is nothing which is in this incomplete state which doesn’t depend on things.

You have to open up your eyes.    You have to open up your belly to listen to this talk.
When the plus activity has given birth to the child, it has given of itself this 0.0001 fraction of it-
self, and so it has become incomplete.    And this incomplete state is a state of materiality.    In
other words the plus activity has appeared as father.    Or we can say it has appeared as the world
of the future.

And in the same way tatha-agata has given 0.0001 of herself to the child in order to birth
the child, and so she is no longer her complete 0.5 condition.    And this condition of the incom-
plete tatha-agata is mother.    If you’re doing your zazen, if you are contemplating in zazen with-
out understanding this principle, it doesn’t matter how many years go by, it’s not going to get
anywhere.

Without understanding this principle, even though you are a monk, you’ll go off fishing,
you’ll go off hunting, and you wont think twice about it.    But among enlightened people we see
that there were enlightened ones who did fishing and hunting too.    Because they can live within
the spiritual world they can do hunting which isn't hunting, or fishing which isn’t fishing.    But
as long as you’re attached to the human world you can’t do things like that.    If you're gonna
speak in terms of ‘my karma’ you have to be walking in a spiritual world.    

Now I think that you should be able to understand these three different standpoints of
mother father and child.      It’s the manifestation of the world of discrimination or distinction.
The material world is always the world of distinction.    Mother father and child are never equal,
they are always distinct from one another.    If you want to know equality, if you want to become
this condition of equality, hen you must become the complete plus, and the complete minus.

This incomplete self that has appeared, because it is incomplete, some way or another it
must find a way to make relationship with mother and father, with plus and minus.    The mother
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and father doing the activities of expanding and contracting take the initiative and make the rela-
tionship with the child.    This born self when it is first born it is extremely weak.    If we add to -
gether the 0.0002 it has received from both parents it is a mere 0.0002.    There is no way that us-
ing its own power it can capture the power of mother or father.    So mother and father take the
lead and forthrightly make relationship with the child.

And then what kind of situation happens?    The child cannot escape from this making re-
lationship with its parents.    This child cannot escape from having appeared here in this material
world.    The child, together, simultaneously, completely, we use the word “steals” the activity of
plus that father has offered it, and the activity of minus that mother has offered it [ translation
mistake!    Parents do the stealing! 通訳の間違い].    It looks like mother and father are the devil
here making relationship with the child.

The reason why human beings have coined this word “devil” is because everyone meets
up wit this condition, this situation, but they can't understand the principle of it, and so they have
to name it devil.    And the child inevitably, without fixating this condition returns the activity it
has received from father and mother back to father and mother, and in doing this it divides itself
in two.

And this is important. In this case, here, this is when the child’s existence disappears.
And what condition do mother and father become?    In the case of the father, having made rela-
tionship with the child completely, the father no longer is father.    The father disappears and be-
comes the plus or the complete tatha-gata activity.    If you’ve been doing zazen for seven or
eight years what about this?    Do you really get this principle?    Without understanding this prin-
ciple you can’t really call it doing zazen.

And how about the mother?    Making relationship with the child the mother manifests the
complete tatha-agata activity.    Mother father and child all have disappeared, but there is nothing
to worry about.    This situation is not something to worry about.    It is the complete perfect con-
dition.    This condition is called in Buddhism the activity of love.

This is once again the condition of the origin where tatha-gata and tatha-agata will begin
again their repetitive cyclic activity of once unifying and then opposing one another over and
over again.    What is happening is the manifestation of a new great cosmos.    We can call this
new great cosmos the cosmos number two.

In Zen we use some technical terms to describe this repetition of the complete separation
of tatha-gata and tatha-agata which gives birth to the child being the separation of subject and
object, or host and guest, and then the unification of this being the unification, the oneness of
subject and object, the oneness of host and guest.

After many many repetitions of the manifestation of newer and newer complete    uni-
verses, newer an newer Vairocana Buddhas, newer and newer complete conditions, finally the
self develops and matures to the stage of adolescence. Finally the self has become a teenager, and
here comes the big problem.    The teenager opens up his or her eyes and notices “I am a man.    I
am a woman.”    People meet this stage of life called teenager at different points.    Some people
meet it at age ten, some twelve, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 25, 30.    Different people are different in this
regard.    No matter what age it is , when a person reaches this stage in life, the educating of this
person becomes big trouble for the parents.    The reason why it’s a big problem is because the
plus activity is in opposition with the minus activity at this point.     I will continue tomorrow
about that.
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